MORE DISTINCT DOZENS AND THEN SOME
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As introduced in Volume 40, Number 2 of Word Ways, a “distinct dozen” is a twelve-letter word in which no single letter appears more than once. Herein are eight new distinct dozens, accompanied by eight distinct baker’s dozens – thirteen-letter words with the same property. As an additional challenge, one fourteen-letter and one fifteen-letter member of the genre have also been included. Any and all vowels (A, E, I, O, and U) have been properly placed to get you started. All you need to do is to supply the appropriate consonants.

### Distinct Dozens

1. I__O__E__A__
2. A__I__OU_E
3. E__U__A_IO__
4. U__I__O_E_
5. O_E__A__I_
6. I__OU__A_E
7. A__I__E__
8. ___O_IA__E

### Distinct Baker’s Dozens

1. ___O_A__E_I_
2. U__E_I__A__
3. ___O__A_I__
4. ___O__I__A__E
5. U_O__IA_E__
6. ___OU__EA_I__
7. U__O__E_A_I_
8. ___O__U__I_E__

**Distinct Dozen + 2**: A__I_E__OU__

**Distinct Dozen + 3**: U__O__I__A__E